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DECORATIVE WALL PANELS
make your interior look different

PHOTO GALLERY

decorative wall panels

DESIGN with passion

STYLE icon of simplicity

Good project is just a part of success, the rest
is determined by our own choices. Wishing
to surround ourselves with beautiful things
we select style and those of exceptional design.
Obviously, beautifully arranged interiors make living
much more pleasant.

INTERIOR redefined
Three dimensional Style. Such form of our panels make
interiors gain their quality. Decorative panels are
more than just ordinary objects. Thanks to them plain
surface transforms into a piece of art. It is a perfect idea
for everyone who admires good style.

Loft Design System decorative panels are the result
of intensive work by Italian Designers. Owing
to typical Italian natural elegance as well as their
courage to make unconventional patterns, you will
create stylish space.

Style is something still unrivalled. Everyone wants to have
it but not everything can be called stylish. However, creating
solutions in accordance with existing trends, we can be sure
that products in our offer are of greatest quality.

Loft Design System is a story about how the idea
of Italian Designers changes into something that
creates space in a different dimension - the third
dimension. All of that is served in a beautiful
and hypnotizing form which makes spending time
in your own interior a true delight.

Decorative panel Model 01

We go for unique designs to emphasize our passion
for original form. We are full of admiration for everything
that is beautiful, perfect and unusual. That is why, giving you
the designs of our wall panels, we can assure you that
an amazing style will appear in your interiors.
www.loftsystem.com

Interiors that reflect your style

LOFT SYSTEM COLLECTION | Contemporary design, simple form, natural beauty.

Designers and architects have chosen | Loft Design System brand

Quick installation
Soundwave technology

Loft Design System
3D decorative panels
Our products are an inspiring source
not only for architects and interior designers, but also for you.

Modern design

Any colour

Natural components
100% eco

As an architect and interior designer
I always look for best possible
solutions for my projects.
I chose creativity and good design
of Loft Design System.

The design of your interior

Creative solutions

Environmentally friendly

Stylish technology

Loft System Collection

Loft Concrete Collection

Loft Mural Premium Collection

Loft System for designers

Owing to our cooperation with
the designers from all over the world,
you will find the reflection of multiple
styles among our patterns, from pure
classic to contemporary.

Designed with the intention of creative
play with form and light. You can make
your interior one of a kind, individually
arranging a chosen model.

The Natural composition of 3D Loft
Design System panels helps promote
structural harmony, naturally regulates
the humidity level, absorbing its excess
and delivering it back to the interior,
eg. during heating periods.

If the look is as important to you
as the acoustic properties, Loft Design
System panels with soundwave
technology applied, would be the
perfect solution.

3D decorative panels are the perfect
solution for all kinds of interiors. Break
the monotonous look of your plain walls
with 3D Loft Design System panels.

Loft Concrete, decorative panels
are of concrete structure but in a lighter
version. Available in three colour
variations, Dove Grey, Stone Grey
and
Ivory White.
Also
plain
and hollow models.

Our premium collection of decorative
panels will help you create a unique
style in your interior.

Contact us for our special offers for
Loft Design System unique models.
Visit our website
www.loftsystem.com

LOFT DESIGN SYSTEM | We invite you to cooperation

Loft Design System | Decorative panels will help you create unique style in the interior

Loft Design System is company from Poland, which produce 3D decorative wall panels. In our offer we have 32 models of raw panels and panels of concrete structure.
Loft Design System has also a Mural Premium Collection which include 4 models. It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors. Those models are intended to be installed
on large walls. Modern decorative panels from Loft Design System Brand are not only a great offer of available patterns, but also a possibility to realize an individual order with
an install.
Panels are made of natural composite based on gypsum and they are environmentally friendly. We cooperate with companies on foreign markets, eg. in Dubai, Italy,
France, Spain, Deutschland, Great Britain and United States of America. Our products break the monotonous look of walls and make interiors more beautiful. We would like
to thank you all for chosen Loft Design System brand to your projects. We hope that you were inspired by our designs and in the future you will be still creating beautiful
interiors using our panels.

United Arab Emirates | Dubai
Versace Fine Jewellery in The Dubai Mall

Moulin de Mougins | France
Restaurant

Airport Poznań | Poland
Design of Vip Lounge

Mercure | Worldwide
The international hotel chain

Mohito | Worldwide
Chain of stores

Morante | Deutschland
Top hair styling salons

EXCELLENT COOPERATION PARTNER
FOR DESIGNERS AND INTERIOR ARCHITECTS

MURAL COLLECTION | Premium type, new experience of Loft Design System brand.

ILLUSION | It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
Loft Mural is our premium new Loft Design System experience for the most demanding customers. It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
These large models are intended to be installed on large walls.
Create the extraordinary. Following this idea, we created a new collection, in every way unique and breaking technological boundaries to get to our customers
and decorate their interiors. Loft Mural is the effect of many years experience in design and overcoming the most complex technological processes essential
for its production.
Loft Mural Collection is constantly being developed by specialists in interior design. It will bring unusual character to every interior.

Genuine product with certificate
of authenticity

240 cm
Panel dimension

80x120 cm

Overall dimension 480x240 cm

Office interior | Dubai

480 cm

Quantity

12 pcs.

Thickness

0.5-3.6 cm max.

MURAL COLLECTION | Premium type, new experience of Loft Design System brand.

ARCHETYPE | It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
Loft Mural is our premium new Loft Design System experience for the most demanding customers. It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
These large models are intended to be installed on large walls.
Create the extraordinary. Following this idea, we created a new collection, in every way unique and breaking technological boundaries to get to our customers
and decorate their interiors. Loft Mural is the effect of many years experience in design and overcoming the most complex technological processes essential
for its production.
Loft Mural Collection is constantly being developed by specialists in interior design. It will bring unusual character to every interior.
Archetype - The pattern creates a complex system of corridors, which bear resemblance to a labyrinth, which is an archetype well-known all around the world
for centuries. It’s meaning is as much complicated as the pattern itself. Typical association with the pre-existing maze-like buildings, which frequently were an element
of a defence system, has established them as a symbol of security. Mark of a labyrinth has often found its place on the houses of ancient Greece.

Genuine product with certificate
of authenticity

240 cm
Panel dimension

67x122 cm avg.

Overall dimension 342x240 cm

342 cm

Quantity

10 pcs.

Thickness

1.6-2.9 cm max.

MURAL COLLECTION | Premium type, new experience of Loft Design System brand.

MOUGINS | It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
Loft Mural is our premium new Loft Design System experience for the most demanding customers. It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
These large models are intended to be installed on large walls.
Create the extraordinary. Following this idea, we created a new collection, in every way unique and breaking technological boundaries to get to our customers
and decorate their interiors. Loft Mural is the effect of many years experience in design and overcoming the most complex technological processes essential
for its production.
Loft Mural Collection is constantly being developed by specialists in interior design. It will bring unusual character to every interior.
Mougins - A pattern that consists of twenty two elements, which give the wall an effect of the earth cracked because of intense sun. It will be a marvelous addition
to African accents that will give the entire space a taste of southern character.

Genuine product with certificate
of authenticity

150 cm
Panel dimension

Various sizes

Overall dimension 250x150 cm

Office Reception | New York

250 cm

Quantity

23 pcs.

Thickness

2.2 cm max.

MURAL COLLECTION | Premium type, new experience of Loft Design System brand.

LOFT CONCRETE MAP OF THE WORLD | It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
Loft Mural is our premium new Loft Design System experience for the most demanding customers. It is the perfect solution for spacious interiors.
These large models are intended to be installed on large walls.
Create the extraordinary. Following this idea, we created a new collection, in every way unique and breaking technological boundaries to get to our customers
and decorate their interiors. Loft Mural is the effect of many years experience in design and overcoming the most complex technological processes essential
for its production.
Loft Mural Collection is constantly being developed by specialists in interior design. It will bring unusual character to every interior.
World – the theater of life, in which everyone on earth plays a leading role, forming a separate chapter each day, creating one coherent whole. A model of 32 elements
creates an image of a world map – a place that has for centuries been an inexhaustible source of profound inspiration for painters, architects, poets and artists…

Genuine product with certificate
of authenticity

240 cm
Panel dimension

60x60 cm

Overall dimension 480x240 cm

Travel Agency | Seattle

480 cm

Quantity

32 pcs.

Thickness

0.6-1.8 cm max.

3D decorative panels are the perfect solution for all kinds of interiors. Break the monotonous look of your plain walls with 3D Loft Design System panels.
Loft System Collection, which is constantly being developed by specialists in interior design, will bring unusual character to every interior.
* dimensions tolerance 1 cm, in ordered part up to 1 mm.

Ellipse | Model 04

Round & Square | Model 05

Double Square | Model 06

Chocolate Bar | Model 07

Blossom | Model 08

Diamonds | Model 09

Flex | Model 18

Chaos | Model 19

Quilted | Model 20

Sand Storm | Model 21

Cushion | Model 22

Nexus | Model 23

Flow | Model 24

Tide | Model 25

Concrete | 60x40cm Plain

Concrete | 60x60cm Plain

Concrete | 60x100cm Plain

Concrete | 60x40cm Hollow

Concrete | 60x60cm Hollow

Concrete | 60x100cm Hollow

Squid | Model 32

Jungle | Model 14

Flutter | Model 13

Stream | Model 27

Ripples | Model 28

Ruf f les | Model 12

Canyon | Model 26

All designs are registered and protected by the law.

Speaker | Model 11

Optic | Model 10

Twist | Model 03

Hourglass | Model 17

Peaks | Model 31

Buttons | Model 02

Rain Drop | Model 16

Padding | Model 30

Curves | Model 01

Rose Garden | Model 15

Meringue | Model 29

LOFT SYSTEM COLLECTION | Creative play with form, colour and light.
DECORATIVE WALL PANELS | www.loftsystem.com

Loft Design System Collection
Freedom of design

Panels marked with this logo have acoustic properties

Curves | Model 01

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-3.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.5 kg

Design Showroom | New York

Buttons | Model 02

Penthouse | Swidnica

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
5.4 kg

Photography Studio | Milan

Twist | Model 03

Law Firm | Los Angeles

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-3.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
7.3 kg

National Stadium | Warsaw

Ellipse | Model 04

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-3 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.8 kg

Sky Tower | Wroclaw

Round & Square | Model 05

REALISATIONS

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.4-2.4cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.3 kg

Photography Studio | London

Double Square | Model 06

Private Apartment | Prague

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.6-3 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
7.4 kg

Bedroom | Warsaw

Chocolate Bar | Model 07

Conference Room | Singapore

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2.7 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.2 kg

Modern Interior | Stockholm

Blossom | Model 08

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2.4 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.3 kg

Diamonds | Model 09

Mohito | Chain of stores | Europe

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6 kg

Photo Shoot | Paris

Optic | Model 10

Conference Room

Company | Poland

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
0.7-1.7 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
4.5 kg

City Fitness | Rzeszow

Speaker | Model 11

DECORATIVE PANEL

House | Chain of stores | Poland

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
3 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
7.3 kg

Recording Studio | Munchen

Ruffles | Model 12

Private Apartment | Warsaw

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
5.5 kg

Photography Studio | Milan

Flutter | Model 13

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.3-3.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.2 kg

Private Art Gallery | Zurich

Jungle | Model 14

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
4.2 kg

Kids Room | Bergen

Rose Garden | Model 15

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.6-4.6 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.7 kg

Private Apartment | Lyon

Rain Drop | Model 16

DECORATIVE PANEL

NEW VERSION OF MODEL 16
Space efficient & beautiful

Showroom in Limassol | Cyprus

SIZE
67x75 cm*

THICKNESS
1-5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
12.8 kg

Apartment | Warsaw

Hourglass | Model 17

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
80x70 cm*

THICKNESS
0.5-4 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
13.5 kg

Living Room | Aspen

Flex | Model 18

Poznan Lawica Airport

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-4.2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
8.3 kg

Hall in Private Company | Marseille

Chaos | Model 19

Recording Studio | Los Angeles

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
5 kg

Hotel Apartment | Los Angeles

Quilted | Model 20

Private Apartment | Warsaw

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
5.1 kg

Photography Studio | Milan

Sand Storm | Model 21

Private Apartment | Toronto

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-1.7 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
3.2 kg

Apartment | New York

Cushion | Model 22

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
70x70 cm*

THICKNESS
0.4-2.7 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
10 kg

Grand Hotel | Copenhagen

Nexus | Model 23

Atelier | Dublin

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-3.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.1 kg

Private Apartment | New York

Flow | Model 24

Holiday Resort | Innsbruck

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x100 cm*

THICKNESS
0.6-1.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.7 kg

Private Apartment | Le Mans

Tide | Model 25

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
75x110 cm*

THICKNESS
1.2-3.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
10 kg

Private Apartment | Sydney

Canyon | Model 26

Design Concept | Visualization

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
0.8-5.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
13 kg

TV Show | Warsaw

Stream | Model 27

The Institute for Business Development | Warsaw

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.3-3.5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
7.2 kg

Private Apartment | Innsbruck

Ripples | Model 28

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x70 cm*

THICKNESS
0.5-1.8 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
5.2 kg

Design Showroom | Atlanta

Meringue | Model 29

Hotel Apartment | Australia

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
57x100 cm*

THICKNESS
0.5-2.8 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
8 kg

Photography Studio | Milan

Padding | Model 30

Car Dealer Showroom | Tokyo

DECORATIVE PANEL

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-2.6 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
6.7 kg

Maserati Club | Interlaken

Peaks | Model 31

DECORATIVE PANEL

Peaks new model by Loft Design System

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1-4 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
5.4 kg

Private Apartment | Lanzarote

Squid | Model 32

DECORATIVE PANEL
Squid new model by Loft Design System
3D decorative panels are the perfect solution for all kinds of interiors. Break the monotonous
look of your plain walls with 3D Loft Design System panels. Loft System Collection, which
is constantly being developed by specialists in interior design, will bring unusual character
to every interior.

Squid new model by Loft Design System
SIZE
45x110 cm*

THICKNESS
1-5 cm max. relief

WEIGHT
10.3 kg

Private Apartment | Toronto

Concrete | Model Plain

Private Apartment | Warsaw

DECORATIVE PANEL

THICKNESS
1.8 cm

WEIGHT
3 kg

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.8 cm

WEIGHT
6 kg

SIZE
60x100 cm*

THICKNESS
1.8 cm

WEIGHT
10 kg

Martin’s Luxury Apartments | New York

COLOR
VARIANTS

SIZE
40x60 cm*

optional
decorative
element
ivory white

dove grey

stone grey

Concrete | Model Hollow

Project - La Mount Grande Hotel | Paris

DECORATIVE PANEL

THICKNESS
1.8 cm

WEIGHT
3 kg

SIZE
60x60 cm*

THICKNESS
1.8 cm

WEIGHT
6 kg

SIZE
60x100 cm*

THICKNESS
1.8 cm

WEIGHT
10 kg

* Stainless steel optional decorative element, ask your reseller.

COLOR
VARIANTS

SIZE
40x60 cm*

optional
decorative
element
ivory white

dove grey

stone grey

LOFT DESIGN SYSTEM | Finishing Products

WELDFIX | WELDPRIMER LIGHT | WELDPRIMER STRONG | WELDMASA

WELD BRAND | High quality products for decorative wall panels

PERFECT CHOICE FOR PROFESSIONALS
WELDFIX

WELDMASA

WELDPRIMER LIGHT & WELDPRIMER STRONG

Weldfix Ultra is modern and easy in use
mounting adhesive, especially useful
for decorative panels. It can be use to most
of available substrates: lime plaster, gypsum
plaster, wood, MDF, HDF cork plywood,
chipboard, ceramics, plaster, plasterboard,
steel, carpentry furniture, built-in cupboards,
moldings, profiles, hangers, etc. Do not use
styrofoam PE, PP.

WELDMASA is ready-to-use gypsum
putty, suitable for a wide range of interior
applications. It’s perfect for non-structural
filling, leveling, patching and jobs
on gypsum boards such as decorative
panels. Thanks to WELDMASA the surface
is much more smoother. Advantages:
high quality, unique formula, easy in use,
fast drying time, increase smoothness.

WELDPRIMER LIGHT & WELDPRIMER STRONG Concentrate are the newest
formulas that reinforce primed surfaces, reduce ground’s absorbability,
standardize primed surface. It is a preparatory coating put on materials
before painting. Priming ensures better adhesion of paint to the surface,
increases paint durability, and provides additional protection for the
material being painted. We recommend to prime as the first layer under
painting and install panels made of gypsum composite. Advantages:
high quality, easy in use, fast drying time and high efficiency.

find us on facebook

make your interior look different

facebook.com/loftsystemcom

www.loftsystem.com
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Scan us
your local partner

LOFT DESIGN SYSTEM | Creative play with form, colour and light.

DECORATIVE WALL PANELS

